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London, December 14, 1927.

ITALIAN FTABILIZATION

Meeting at Bank of England, December 13, 1927 - 11:a) a.m.

For Bank of England: Governor Norman
Mr. Siepmann

For Federal Reserve Bank: Governor Strong

For Bank of Italy: Governor Stringher
£gr. Deneduce
Dr. Nathn.

Governor Stringher stated that, certain important preliminary steps

having been successfully concluded, he was now of the opinion that de .lure

stabilization of the lira should be promptly effected, if an agreement could

be reached as to the necessary arrangements. These important steps included

the consolidation of the entire floating debt of Italy into long-time obliga-

tions, the balancing of the budget with a substantial surplus, the consolidh.tion

in the Bank of Italy of the note issues of the three banks of issue, and the

retirement of small denomination notes heretofore issued by the Italian Govern-

ment; all of which had been or would shortly be successfully concluded. He

thought it desirable to discuss the general background for stabilization be-

fore undertaking the discussion of details which would appear to imply com-

mitments.

Governor Norman stated that Governor Strong desired to ask certain

questions in behalf of both, of us in regard to the position, which he thought

should be disposed of before undertaking a discussion of plans for stabilization.

The questions addressed to Governor Stringher and a paraphrase of the

answers follow:
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As to the Itzdirm Budget.

(1) What effect has deflation had on the receipts?

Deflation has been felt in the revenues, which have been somewhat

reduced, but the integrity of the budget has not been impaired, nor is it en-

dangered for the future. The period of test had been sufficient to satisfy

him completely that the strain upon the budget resulting from the enhancement

in the value of the lira from about 40 to about 5 1/20 had been successfully

resisted.

(2) Moat effect has deflation had on expenditures?

Mr. Beneduce stated that the surplus of the budget prior to defla-

tion had been large and afforded ample protection against impairment of re-

ceipts below expenditures. Certain reductionh in expenditures had been ef-

fected, however, which were principally:

(a) Those which automatically occurred in certain State

expenditures due to the revaluation of the lira itself

and the decline in prices which resulted;

(b) cost of living indemnity allowed to employes of the

State had been either entirely discontinued or greatly

reduced;

(c) expenditures for public works had been reduced.

Be is convinced that no difficulty need be anticipated in maintaining a budget

surplus.

(3) :;hat effect has deflation had on salaries and wages?

The above answers this question.

(4) hat effect has deflation h/id on exports and imports?

Figures are to be supplied answering this. question, but in general,

while there had been some reduction in exports, there had been a greater reduc-

tion in imports, and the figures for exports of the last few months show a de-
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cided improvement. The progress of deflation bad in fact made the balance

of trade and the balance of payments more favorable.

(5) Will the surplus permit regular repayment of 500 million lire

to the Bank?

The plan for stabilizing the lira will result in the complete ex-

tinguishment of the debt of the State to the Bank. Consequently the item of

500 million lire to be paid each year in reduction of the State's debt will

disappear from the budget, which will to that extent benefit by stabilization.

(6) Will any further repayment be made?

There will be no further payments by the Government to the Bank of

Italy, as the debt will be extinguished.

(7) It was brought out that the plan of stabilization contemplates

that the Government will purchase from the Bank its present stock of silver

coins and pay in gold for the silver.

As to the Government Debt.

(1) Is all floating debt refunded?

All of the floating debt of the Government has now been funded

by the consolidation loan. The first maturity of Government obligations oc-

curs in 1961.

(2) May the Government borrow short money from the market?

The Government still has the right to borrow short-time money in

the market, but it is not anticipated that there will be any need to do so,

except for short periods in anticipation of tax receipts, as is done by the

American Treasury.

(3) May the Government borrow short money from the Bank?

The Government after stabilization will be authorized to borrow

from the Bank only within the statutory limit( which, as I recall, is 360Digitized for FRASER 
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millionurre-war" gold lire). It would require a new law to enable this limit

to be exceeded. Besides that, the new Bank Law authorizing a stabilization

plan must have the approwil of the Governor of the Bank, and he feels that the

possibility of any change in the authority of the Treasury to borrow from the

Bank is limited by his own views on that subject, which appear to be orthodox.

(4) That will be the control of foreign borrowing?

Adequate control of foreign borrowing is intended to be continued as

at present, being now exercised somewhat through the Bank of Italy.

(b) Will valuta proceeds be acquired by: (a) the Bank? (b) the

Institute? (c) the Government?

The valuta arising from the negotiation. of loans in foreign markets

by Italian borrowers, when the loans have a maturity of a year or more, will

be acquired by the Institute of Foreign Exchange and will consequently coma

under the control of the Bank. In response to Governor Norman's inquiry as

to the relations between the Institute and the Bank, Governor Stringher re-

plied that, while it is a separate, autonomous organization, it is nevertheless

an integral part of the Bank. The entire capital of the Institute - 10 million

lire - is owned by the Bank. The Governor is President of the Institute. The

Committee is entirely drawn from the staff of the Bank. All of the employes

belong to the Bank. Prior to the organization of the Institute, the Bank was

limited in its legal power to deal in exchange but could make necessary pur-

chases of valuta. for reserve purposes. The organization of the Institute en-

abled them to expand their dealings at a time when it was necessary for the ad-

vantage of the Government as well as the Bank. Governor Stringher believes that

the Institute should be continued as a necessary adjunct to the Bank. The new

law authorizing stabilization will, however, provide that relevant laws eseen-

tial to carrying through stabilization shell be such as are agreed to by the

Governor of the Bank and the Finance Minister, and through these laws Governor

Stringher expects the Bank to gain all the freedom it requires for dealing in
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As to the Bank of Italy.

(1) How will the profit on revaluing gold be disposed?

The entire profit on the revaluation of gold will be turned over

to the State and applied to the extinguishment of the State's debt to the

Bank, and it will be sufficient to wipe out the debt entirely. Governor

Stringier had given every consideration to the suggestions made when I was

in Italy 18 months ago that this profit really belonged to the Bank, but he

said other advantages accruing to the bank as a consequence of stabilization

would amply compensate for the surrender of this profit. These included the

reduction of taxes imposed upon the Bank, the extension of the Bank's charter,

the taking over of the valuta reserve, and other important concessions to the

Bank.

(2) Will the statement be purged?

There are no doubtful assets in the Bank requiring writing off.

In fact, the Bank has large concealed assets.

(3) What disposition will be made of Consortium assets?

and (4) Will there by any losses?

The Consortium and Independent Section assets are to be liquidated

and this department of the Bank's business wound up as promptly as feasible.

There will be no loss. Large reserves have been established already, due to

the application of the taxes accruing to the State on the note issue and

from other sources. The State guarantees the Bank against ultimate loss on

the Independent Section assets anyway.

(5) What value will be placed on gold held abroad?

The gold held abroad, consisting of b22,000,000 due from the

British Government to the Italian Government and now appearing in the state-

rent of the Bank is repayable to the Italian Government over the next 64 years
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pessu with debt repayments of the Italian Government to the Briti eh

Government. After stabilization this will simply appear on the books of

the Bank as a debt due from the State to the Bank, expressed at the new value

of the lir, but will not form a part of the Bankts reserve.

(6) ?hat value will be pieced on gold received from other issue
banks?

Stabilization clears this account by settling for the gold et the

new rate estqblished for the lira, and settles also for the *90,000,000 pro-

ceeds of the Morgan stabilization loan, thus clearing the statement of the

Bank of the suspended account representing part of the cost of this gold.

(7) When will silver coinage be issued?

Silver coins are now being- issued, and it is expected that the

issue will be completed in the courae of this year or early next year.

. (8) all the Treasury small notes be retired?

All notes issued by the Treasury will be retired, and any which are

not retired by June 30, 1928 will no longer be legal tender.

(9) .11.1 the Government ret :in any right of issue?

The right of the Government to issue notes will terminate on June

30, 1928, when the existing issues lose their legal tender quality.

(10) Till discount and loan rates be fixed or only reviewed by

the Treasury?

:te r(ece' e :f

nLnce of changes in the discount rate. Actually, however, as far back as

7,!r. Eeneduce can recall over his entire connection of sixteen years with these

matters, the Treasury has never interposed an objection to any change ilro;:fd
by the Eank. Governor StrinL'her stetea that during his,46years of rdminis-

tration as Governor of the Bank he has always himself ropo.sed the rate, tad

the rate :.hick. he has proposed has eleeys beea approved by the Treasury. Fur-

ther than that, he has himself always suggested to the Treasury at whet rate.
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short Treasury bills should be issued, and his proposals have always Leen

Lccepted.

(11) How till the statutes of the Eank be amended?

The project has been reduced to writing and a brief summary in

Pnglish translation till be delivered. The necessary decrees relating to

these matters to be issued under the stabilization law of course await the

conclusion of necerx&ry negotiations.

(12) that is the amount of the Bank's

(a) Gold
(b) Valuta

(13) Of the Treasury's (a) gold, (b) valuta?

After stabilization, the reserve position of the

as follows:

Gold rctually held in vaults
of the Bank

Gold hela at the Treasury
and the Mint

Total gold. in the Bank's
physical possession

1,173,000,000 lire

25,800,000

Valuta. held by the Bank or by
the Institute and to be turned
over to the Bank 1,827,400,000 lire

Foreign Treasury bills curried
by the Bank 235,600,000

TotL,1 z.ssel..z in zolt s:: d:..$

countries accruill to the
Bank

Silver in :land which will beconverted into gold by the
Treasury

Total reserve of gold or its
equivalent

Bonk vill be

1,199,400,000 lire

r,063,=,07:1, lire

93 700_,_000 lire

3,356,100,000 lire
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This is the total of gold tt the old value and of valuta before revaluing,

and its expression on the new gold basis wil] be determined by the new coefficient.

The liabilities c.s of October 31 upon which the reserve calculation

is to be basec vere as follows:

Liability for notes of the hank of Italy 18,091,7C0,000 lire

Sight demand drafts and similar sight obli-
gations 632,500,000 "

Current accounts (deposits) 2,473,500,000

Public deposits (Treasury accounts) .59.9,100,000 "

Total of liabilities 7.1,726,800,000 lire.

(14)  here is the valuta held?

All valuta resources a.re geld in gold standard countries, Toinly in

New York and London, and a small amount in Switzerland.

(15) What control is there of the foreign exchange market?

This is answered by a memorandum delivered at the meeting. Governor

Norman raised the question as to 'hat legal or moral responsibility the Bank

may have for contracts or engagements of any kind or character entered into by

the Institute of Foreign Exchange. Governor Stringher and Yr. Beneduce replied

briefly cs follows:

"The Institute has a capital of 10 million lire, which is entirely

owned by the Bank. It has a reserve of 300,000,000 (paper) lire invested in

good securities, which is the accumuittion of profits realized by the operations

of the Institute. Three-quarters of these profits accrue to the State when the

Institute is liquidated, and one-ouarter to the Bank, Which must transfer the

profit to its "reserve" or surclu: :- .ccount. The Institute financer 7,urchoer
when necessary by borrowing from the bank, tae bank retaining the valuta
of valutaias security. This loin ooes not separately appear in the stotemont

of the Bank and at times has been o lcrge amount. :bile at the time of Fret

activity end speculation in the foreign exchange market the Institute had large

4.

engagements in forward exchange, these have nova .ell been liquidated. The Institute
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has no obligations or commitments outst(nding of any kind other than the amount

-hich it is eorrovinc from the Bank of against which the Lank of ItLly

holes the vlauts, but the Institute does conduct operations outeide of the mere

dealini, in exchnge - that is to say, it is the Agency for the receipt and dis-

tribution of German Reparations and acts as the Agent of the Treasury in con-

ductint: its operations in foreign exchange, such as those required to meet the

foreign 'debt service. A balance sheet showing the assets,liabilities and obli-

gations of the Institute will be delivered."

(16) Is there any speculation in lire?

Following official statements as to the policy of the Government in

the matter of stabilization, there was considerable speculation in the lira

During September and October, based upon the theory that the lira would con-

siderably appreciate in value, and that speculation added somewhat to the

valuta resources of the Institute. During the last tvo weeks, hovever, follow-

ing the publication of the Government's statement that the value of the lira

could be maintained at about its present level, there has been some evidence of

speculation for a. decline, which has drawn slightly but not seriously upon the

valuta resources of the Institute. This is one reason why Governor Stringher

desires to negotiate arrangements for stabilization just as promotly as possi-

ble, so as to head off any speculative tendency.

(17) .here and by whom is the speculation carried on?

The speculation recently developingwas similar to tIldt of El year or

18 months ago and seemed to have its origin in Holland, Germany, Satzerland and

France, v.ith some of course originating in Italy. Experience seems to slim; that

New York has been more a. consistent buyer of the lira and interested in an advance

rather than a short-seller.

(18) will the of the Bank be?

and(19) ?last will the surplus of the Bank be?
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The net capital of the rank znd the amount of ita surplus or reserve

fund have not been finally settled. It has assets now adequate for capital,

and Governor Stringher desires to avoid any spectacular change in the statement

which would stimulate speculation in the stock. He hopes to settle the ouestion

of capital and reserve between the Government and its interests on the one hand

and the shareholders and their interest on the other hand, on an equitable basis.

(20) ;hat provision for losses has been made?

No provision for losses is needed, a.c everything of this sort has been

done and- the statement of the Sank is on a conservative basis, .ith considerable

hidden reserves.

(21) Lill there be further deflation;

Governor Stringher and Mr. Ben educe consider that the principal read-

justments imposed upon Italy as a result of the policy of deflation have been

completed. This, they feel, includes the influence of deflation upon the coun-

try's foreign trade, upon real estate prices and rents, upon the wholesale price

level, and very largely upon salaries and wages. Some further readjustment of

salaries and wages must be effected. As retail prices and the cost of living

have not yet been fully reduced corresponding to the enhanced value of the lira,

some further readjustments will be necessary, and they believe that salaries

and t.sLes will come down just as rapidly as the reduction in living costs

warrants.

(22) How will the bank manage any return floe. of capital, such as

France ex2erienced?

Governor Stringher anticipates that there may be some flow of capital

to Italy - not only a repatriation of exported capital, but foreign money seek-

ing employment in Italy. Long-time loans will be controlled. If there is any

considerable flow of capital to Italy following stabilization, it must be prin-

cipally met by the following methods:
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(a) Reduction in the Bank's portfolio, which he thinks

occur someuhat as it did in connection with the borrciz-

ing of long-time money abroad early this year;

(b) By the sale of Government securities, of which the Bank

now owns about 1 billion lira that it is free to sell;

(c) By paying interest on balances carried with the Bank of

Italy by the commercial banks.

By these three methods, he thinks. that any excessive issue of notes by the Bank

of Italy in acquiring valutt resulting from the inflow of capital can he "mopped

up."

At the present time the current accounts or deposits of the Bank of

Ittay .re lire 2,400,000,000. Something over a billion of these are the special

deposits of the banks, upon which the sank of Italy allows 5% interest. These

special rates were paid for the express purpose of reducing the circulation, and

it was not an expense to the Bank of Italy, because the entire profit realized

on the amount of the note issue in excess of the normal limit accrues to the

State and the payment of this interest simply reduced the amount of taxes payable

to the State. It also proved a greet aid to the commercial banks, by giving them

an earning on the cash which they accumulated as a result of the consolidation

(Litton) loan. On all otherdeposits except the Government's accounts and cer-

tain special free balances, the Bank of Italy pLye from 2% to 3 1/2% interest.

(23) Kill there by any bank failures?

As the result of deflation the smell, weaker banks have been forced

either to consolidate or to close. The larger banks had ample hidden resources

to enable them to weather the deflation crisis; so generally speaking the weak

ones have gone under and the survivors have readjusted to the present position.

The clir:ax gas reached in August, and the situation is now improving.
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In our rurther conversations on Thursday and Fridsy(December 1Fth

and 16th) the following questions were discussed:

(1) The Bank's capital and reserves as shown by the published

statement aggregate about 388 million lire, which at the value of 5¢ equals

say ,$20,000,000 gold. Ikhat is proposed about the new capital?

Messrs. Stringher and Beneduce reiterated that the matter cannot be

settled without further discussions with the Government, as between the Govern-

ment's interest in the profits arising from revaluing the gold, etc., on the

one hand,- and the shareholders' interests on the other, there is still a nego-

tiation to be completed. They are most anxious to avoid causing any outbreak

of speculation in the stock of the Bank of Italy, but both gentlemen assured us

that the capital will be ample as a margin over the Bank's liabilities and with

due regard to the responsibilities and importance of the institution.

(2) Lill the real estate be revalued?

The answer is definitely no. It mill be continued at the present

value, that is, at cost.

(3) Has the deflation been wholly the result of a reduction of cir-

culation prior to December 1926? There has been no material change in the

circulation this year.

Deflation has been brought about principally by the maintenance of

a high bank rate, which, while not reducing the circulation of the Bank, has

had a strong effect in reducing the sank portfolio and restricting credit, and

in addition, the Bank adopted the practice of rationing credit, which they were

able to do because of their extensive system of branches. They emphasized that

when customers of the Bank applied for increased loans and were refused, even

though the cases appeared to be urgent the results were not disastrous, because

in so many cases there were hidden resources of one or another kind rilich were

drawl upon when credit was denied.
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(4) How are inventories?

There has been a very general reduction in inventories and there are

no tophecNy stocks of goods at high prices. Cotton and wool, for instance, are

in excellent shape as to inventories. The only exception of importance is the

considerable stocks of natural silk 11ich will need to be further liquidated.

They insisted that no further liquidation of inventories was necessary or

likely to occur.

(5) new monetary unit be created, like the belgs in Beaaj.um?

The cnswer is no. That is definitely decided. Coneec:uently there

will be no need for any compulsory restLtement of account: in Italy.

(6) ';:hat is the story about payment of wages by check and increased

circulation of checks generally, reported in the American press?

Sgr. Stringher explained that the r,ank of Italy had long had the

privilege, and had developed the practice, of issuirg u form of circulzting

check payable to order, which was used in effecting domestic payments. Its

employment was carefully safeguarded, so that the checks would not partake too

much of the qualities of currency. There is now some movement looking to the

introduction of check payment in Italy, which has taken two forms: one, as in

the case of the Fist Company, where they have met their pay-rolls by issuing

checks to employes. These are ordinary checks payable to order. The other de-

velopment is in the case of certain of the larger banks which have obtained

authority to issue a form of each check "to order," that is to say, they have

proforma checks printed in three denominations, not to exceed respectively 200,

500 and 1,000 lire in amount. These checks may be filled out for any sum not

exceeding the specified lirit, are always payable to order, must be endorsed

and the cash must always be in the Bank to meet them. These therefore do in

a measure gain a certain circulation. I pointed out to them that such a

development might embrace a number of dangers, for example:
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(a) The checks might not be adecuately safeguarded against

imitation;

(b) They might stay in circulation too long;

(c) Competition between the banks might result in this having

a wide extension, resulting in large surrenders of

notes of the bank of Italy, in substitution for which

these circulating checks would be issued;

(d) It might develop bad banking habits and impinge upon the

prestige and authority of the Bank of Italy.

Both Governor Stringher and Mr. Beneduce explained that this matter

had already been receiving earnest attention. Governor Stringher was not con-

tent with the development, even though these checks were payable to order and

were subject to the usual stamp tax and drawn against actual cash in bank. He

had accordingly arranged with the Government to have all the Italian laws re-

lating to instruments of payment carefully examined and overhauled, and neces-

sary measures taken to impose such restrictions, conditions and restraints upon

this development as would assure that no unsound practices grew out of it. I

Was struck by the fact that he had already undertaken just such measures as

seemed to be desirable to deal tith the situation.
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GREECE

POINTS _ARISIITG OUT OF THE ALERICAE GOVERMENT LOAIT

It is assumed that, in accordance with what

Lonsieur Cafandaris has always stated, the million Loan

will be reduced pro tanto. In other words, the greater

part of the -.2,3 millions which was contem-olated for Refugees

will come from American Government sources.

Question 1.

Is it the intention of the American Government that

their advance should be administered by the Refugee

Commission, of which Mr.Eddy is Chairman, and subject

to the safeguards and trusts embodied in the statutes

of the Commission?

It is most desirable that this should be so in

the interests of coordination and of the proper use of the

money to obtain the best results.

(The Secretary of the Treasury's announcement of 5th

December seems satisfactory on this point.)

question 2.

Can the American Government advance be regarded as part

of the .-29 million Loan?

If so, no difficulty will arise about security

and about the control of the Assigned. Revenues by the

International Commission for these matters would already

be covered by the decisions on the 51,9 million scheme.

All that would be required would be a statement

on the prospectus that Tranche "A", A2 million had been

advanced on certain terms by the American Government and

a

offered for public subscription, [or something to the effect
that a U.S.Government Loan of X ranks pari passu with this
loan for purposes of security, &c.j
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There is precedent for a direct Government

advance to%,ards such a Loan, in the case of the Swiss

Government direct advance to the Austrian Loan.

If the above combination is not possible,

questions will arise as to the relative priority of the

charge on the Assigned Revenues for -

(a) the American Government advance, and

(b) the public issue,

and also further authority will be required from the British,

French and Italian members to enable the International

Financial Commission to function as regards the Assigned

Revenues.

It is most desirable to avoid these complications

if possible, if only on the question of time.

[The Secretary's announcement of 5th December says "The

"Loan is to enjoy the same securities and guarantees as

"the £9 million pound loan sanctioned by the League as

" set forth in the protocol dated Geneva, Sept.8, 1927.3

It is important thc.t the Greek stabilisation

scheme should be put into force at once, and this can only

be done when the new Bank of Issue is opened which in turn

can only be done when the Loan has been raised and certain

sums from it paid to the Bank. The Greeks are, therefore,

rightly desirous to raise their Loan at the earliest possible

moment - possibly in January. It would be of the greatest

assistance for the early success of the operation that

precise information should be available as to the intentions

of the United States Government on the points set out above.
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December 24, 1927.

MEMORANDUM
Of Discussions about Various Foreign Countries

in London - December 12 to 21, 1927.

P O R T U G A L

I had a long talk with Mr. Brand of Lazard Freres, some talk with

Mr. Norman, and a short one with Niemeyer in regard to the developments in

Portugal.

They have had a long and persistent budget deficit and an unsatis-

factory monetary situation, and of course the political situation is some-

what unstable, the country having in effect a dictator. They were looking

about for some financing, and I believe representatives of Blair & Co. at one

time, and at another time Mr. Brand and some associates representing Lazard

Freres and the Guaranty Trust Co. visited Lisbon and the latter made quite a

comprehensive study of the situation. A written report is in the hands of

the Guaranty Trust Co. and Mr. Brand says that it is available to us.

The Government has a floating debt, as I recall, of something like

17 million sterling. It would take two years anyway to get the budget bal-

anced, and they want to fund the floating debt and provide money for budget

deficits and stabilize their currency. Brand says that he persuaded them

to apply to the Finance Section of the League for assistance and guidance.

The Finance Committee at the last meeting arranged to send a commission to

Portugal, which is going at once and I believe will include Salter, himself

and a number of experts, as well as three members of the Committee. They

are proposing to make a thoroughgoing investigation, hope to report some time

in February and possibly put through a program at the March meeting.
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No Bank transaction such as we would participate in is at present

indicated. I have told Mr. Brand to be cautious on two points, in case

anything were desired from us:

(1) Not to go ahead with plans and have the situation so crystal-

lized that we would be deprived of the expression of any views and would be

asked to join at the last minute in a plan which we had neither devised nor

suggested.

(2) To have regard for the susceptibilities in the United States in

regard to any League plan.

Niemeyer spoke rather disparagingly of the Portuguese, but thought

something important could be done under League auspices. He represents that

part of the Finance Committee which is in favor of rather stern control, but

both he and Brand agreed that any plan in Portugal would require the appoint-

ment of a competent adviser or commissioner to ensure the execution of the

program.

Yr. Brand describes the country as agricultural and pastoral.

Something like 74 of the population is illiterate. There is no very strong

public opinion in regard to financial or monetary matters, but everybody

talks politics. The whole country is being divided in groups, which meet

at the various cafes, each group representing some particular political

opinion.

The only thing to do immediately is to ask the Guaranty Trust Go.

to give us a look at the report. I understand from Niemeyer that the

League takes the position that they never select bankers for a transaction

of this sort, but nevertheless Brand's visit resulting in the invitation

does in fact give them a position for the business which will need to be

reckoned with.
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GREECE
This business is likely to come along very promptly. They are

proposing to place a loan of about b 9,000,000, the proceeds to be used

principally for finishing up the refugee undertaking and to bring about

currency stability. The settlement of our Government just made, if ratified

by Congress, will give them $12,000,000 and correspondingly reduce the loan

to approximately b 6,500,000.

bir Otto Niemeyer has given me a memorandum indicating certain

points to be dealt with in connection with the loan, which will need to be

discussed with mr. mills. This also will be conducted under the auspices

of the League.

BULGARIA

Sir utto Niemeyer started to explain the Bulgarian situation, but

we were interrupted and we never concluded. It is a project under way that

we will have to develop in detail by correspondence. I am not keen about

it anyway. The country is unstable and so many of the people untrustworthy

as to make the business rather unattractive from our standpoint.

SPAIN

The correspondence with Mr. Dean Jay herewith explains this situa-

tion. All that I know about is is what he has written, and at the Bank of

England they know nothing about any possible development.
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FRANCE

We learn of nothing new.

As to all of the above countries, I think we might start the

assembling of some information, just in case need arises to use it.
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DRAFT December 26, 1927.

MEMORANDULT

REGARDING ITALIAN STABILIZATION NEGOTIATIONS

On reaching London Monday night, December 12th, I learned from

Governor Norman that the brief visit of Governor Strong and Signor Beneduce

a fortnight earlier had resulted in no definite negotiations and they came

without any documentary information but expressed a strong desire that I

should join them, if possible to arrange it, and Norman expressed-the same

desire, because of the need for Federal Reserve Bank participation both in

the negotiations and in the credit. I judge from something said to me in

the course of the meetings that this was the understanding with Mussolini

and Volpi before they left Rome.

The meetings were held in the Treasury Committee room in the Bank

of England and were attended by Governor Stringher, Signor Beneduce and

Doctor Nathan - the last named being the London representative of the Bank

of Italy - and on our side, Governor Norman, Mr. Siepmann and myself.

I learned that at once Governor Norman had received my cable

urging general central bank participation, he sent Mr. Siepmann to Paris
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Zurich, Berlin, Amsterdam and Brussels, and wrote letters or otherwise

communicated with four or five of the other banks of issue, so that when

I reached London I had acceptances in principle from seven of the banks

of issue, including ourselves nine, and the amounts which he had indicated

to them seemed to assure that the credit could be made up without partici-

pation of more than 20 or 25 million dollars at the outside by the Federal

Reserve Bank and 2 or 3 million sterling by the Bank of England, so that

when we sat down to discuss the project, Norman felt a good deal of assur-

ance as to the results, so tar as the banks of issue were concerned. This

was the status of affairs when I arrived and when the Italians arrived with

a mass of documentary information.

A ward as to the personalities. Stringher is about 74 or 75

years old, a very short man, with a rather timid and hesitating manner.

One is impressed at once by his gentleness of character, as I had already

observed in Rome. While he appears timid, he is a man of very precise,

well settled opinions, and knows thoroughly what he is talking about.

He was candid to a degree in everything he said and most anxious to be
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accurate in all of his statements. In fact, once or twice on the day

following the making of some statement he started the meeting by explain-

ing that he feared he had been a little inaccurate in what he had stated

the day before, and immediately corrected it, an example being his state-

ment that the Government debt to the Bank of Italy would be completely

liquidated. He explained that the nominal debt for the gold shipped to

England would not be repaid, which of course we had thoroughly understood,

but also that the Government had a current account of interest owing the

Bank in connection with the Independent Section, which was offset by

certain counter-accruals in the Bank and was of course a minor and trifling

matter, but he wanted to make sure that this appeared in our record as

having been disclosed.

At one point in our discussions, Governor Norman asked whether

Governor Stringher could be removed by some action exterior to the Bank,

meaning of course whether Mussolini could remove him. Norman endeavored

to frame the question a bit too delicately, Nathan's interpretation led

to a misunderstanding, and Stringher apparently understood him to ask
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whether he was in danger, either because of his age or for some reason,

of quitting the Bank or of not being reelected. It was amusing to watch

the expression on their faces, for obviously the question as interpreted

by Nathan could have been understood as a suggestion that it might be time

for Stringher to retire, because of his age. Dr. Nathan in interpreting

Stringher's reply endeavored to be equally tactful, and it struck me at once

that there was a complete misunderstanding. Siepmann also saw this, because

he has a slight understanding of Italian. I then told Dr. Nathan that I

wanted to ask the question in my own way, not of Governor Stringher, but of

Signor Beneduce, and told him quite frankly that Norman and I had such a

high regard for Governor Stringher's character and ability and record in

the Bank that we would like to have such assurance as we could gain that

there would be no change in the management. When this was translated,

they all began to laugh, with every evidence of relief, and Stringher

appeared particularly embarrassed. Beneduce then said very impressively

that Governor Stringher's management of the Bank throughout all the diffi-

cult period of the war and subsequently had gained for him the confidence

of all of Italy, but beyond that he was one of the most beloved men in
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Italy and there was not the slightest possibility of any change.

There was a little human touch to the conversation, starting

with just such misunderstanding as served to bring out the real facts much

better than if it had been more bluntly and accurately expressed. I

think it is safe to say that before the meeting was over we all developed

not only great confidence in Stringher but a great deal of affection for

him. His honesty is too obvious to escape attention.

Signor Beneduce, I would estimate, is about 43 to 45 years of age,

possibly a little older, rather a lawyer type and unquestionably one of the

really able men of Italy. He is a strong anti-Fascisti, but enjoys such

complete confidence from Mussolini that he is employed by the Dictator on

various difficult and delicate matters with entire confidence, and Beneduce

is willing to accept such employment, although unwilling to accept any

office, because of his patriotism. I was told that he could have had a

Cabinet position at any time, had he been willing to accept it. For

something like 16 years he has been in one capacity or another as special

adviser to Stringher, and Stringher has great confidence in his judgment.

He speaks very little English, but understands it somewhat. Stringher
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speaks none. They both read English rather freely, and both speak

French.

Dr. Nathan, a man a little over 40, London representative of

the Bank of Italy, is a fine-looking, upstanding fellow, speaks English

perfectly, and his interpretation was wonderfully given. He impressed

us all favorably, but I think what stood out more than anything else was

his great respect and affection for Stringher and his solicitude lest the

Governor be over-fatigued. As the sessions were long and strenuous and

it was obvious that Stringher was under considerable strain, Dr. Nathan

was of the greatest possible assistance in promoting understanding at

difficult points where language, etc. increased the difficulty.

The negotiations started by Stringher's making perfectly clear

that he did not want discussion of detail or plans to take place until

the fundamental questions had been discussed, as he was afraid that the

discussion would imply commitments on one side or the other which would

be embarrassing unless our minds met as to fundamentals, especially con-

ditions in Italy. These he described briefly but very completely.

I had a long list of questions to ask which were partly an-
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swered by the written documents, but we had not had time to examine the

latter before the meeting started, as they were only delivered that day.

Questions and answers were all reduced to writing. They occupied all

the meeting Tuesday and Wednesday, together with many questions which

Governor Norman asked.

It soon developed that Governor Norman felt very strongly that

a private bank credit was desirable. It also developed that his mind was

quite set on stabilization at the equivalent of 100 to the pound, rather

than 90, the rate at which the lira was then selling. He expressed a de-

sire not to know the rate which they had in mind until after they had ccn-

sidered his suggestion of 100. I saw at once that there ware difficulties

on both these points.

Stringher said that the negotiations were out of his hands, so

far as the Government was concerned, if a private bank credit to the Gov-

ernment or secured by Treasury bills was necessary. I suspect that

Norman desired not only to reduce the amount of the credit by the

central banks, but to share the responsibility with important private
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bankers who might be influential politically. My own feeling was that

the main advantage of a private bank credit was in gaining the support

of the money markets of London and New York. When the Italians appeared

Wednesday with telegrams from Rome authorizing them to proceed on that

line, they seemed greatly relieved and pleased, but when we came to dis-

cuss the rate of stabilization the real difficulty arose.

I was rather shocked that Norman took the position he did.

Stabilizing at 100 to the pound meant a gift of 11% to certain classes

and a loss of equal amount to other classes at the maximum. It struck me

that it was such a reversal of policy as to subject the Government to some

ridicule and might give rise to a good deal of dissatisfaction, if not

active hostility. Besides that, information in regard to the rate would

ultimately have to go to a large number of banks and bankers, and the

temptation to take advantage of this knowledge, with a profit of 115

which could be certainly made, was a real and dangerous risk to run. Then

again, I was convinced that the responsibility Which we would assume in

insisting upon some other rate, if it were possible to arrange it, was

more than was justified. This was all fully discussed privately with
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Norman and I could see that he was ready to surrender the point. He

did, however, ask Stringher whether he was free to negotiate as to the

rate and how he felt about it himself.

Again some interpretation difficulty arose that led to much

amusement. A private conversation in Italian between Stringher and Bone-

duce which Nathan apparently was not expected to interpret disclosed that

Stringher would have favored a lower rate, although possibly not 100, but

that long argument with the Government had persuaded them to concede the

rate at 19 to the dollar, principally because it made a satisfactory unit,

and this concession of 2 ro was the very limit to which they could go.

Nathan translated this conversation, indicating that Mussolini had dic-

tated the rate and that Stringher would have preferred some other rate.

Stringher and Beneduce were both shaking their heads hard when Nathan

got this far, and finally we left them alone to talk it out. Mien we

returned, Stringher said that possibly some other rate might have been

better, had the exchange remained at a lower rate, but it had now been at

the rate of 90 long enough for him to be convinced that 921 was the most
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that could be done towards"giving a tot of brandy", as Norman expressed

it, and that he was not only meeting the views of the Government but also

expressing his own mature judgment after long study and reflection, that

9* and 19 were the best and safest rates to establish. We then agreed

on that point, making it perfectly clear in the record that we were doing

so upon their responsibility and as a result of their representations.

The telegrams from Rome had authorized Stringher to request us

to submit a project for a private bank credit to Morgans. We therefore

sent for Whigham at once and outlined the situation to him, without dis-

closing the proposed rate. As I had expected, a telegram he sent to New

York brought the reply instantly from Leffingwell referring to my conver-

sation with him before sailing, in which I had stated that I thought any

Italian Government financing in connection with stabilization was out of

the question. The 0100,000,000 issue,which the prospectus stated was for

stabilization purposes, would be discredited. When it was fully explained

to Whigham and by him cabled to Leffingwell that this credit would not have

that effect, I think they were all quite satisfied. It developed, however,

that it was necessary for them to take Hambros, Barings and Rothschilds
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into their confidence at the earliest possible moment, as they had been

bankers for the Italian Government in London for many years and would be

offended if they were handed a "cut and dried" proposition. This diffi-

culty was met by an agreement that the discussion would take place without

disclosure of the rate at first.

The final and most real difficulty arose, however, in connection

with the central bank credit. It seems that Governor Norman had been re-

lying upon the same general program as applied to Belgium, in which case

the plan was agreed and the papers were signed upon his handing tho Bel-

gians a letter in which he used the expression that he "had reason to be-

lieve" that a central bank credit could be arranged. He had not made

clear this point to Stringhor at first, but had in a general way stated

that he had acceptances in principle from seven other banks of issue which

assured him of getting the amount required.' Stringher had interpreted

this as meaning that telegrams from these banks only would be necessary

before we signed commitments in some form by which all the banks of issue

would be committed for a total of $75,000,000. This was going a step

further than Norman was prepared to go, nor had he prepared their minds
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for an intermediate period before formal ratification of participation

would be given by the participating central banks.

I finally suggested that we deal with the facts exactly as they

were, writing Governor Stringher a letter stating that the Bank of England

and the Federal Reserve 'Bank together would provide a credit for 055,000,000;

that invitations had been sent to 13 other banks of issue to participate

for amounts stated; that acceptances in principle had been received from

seven of them aggregating $ ...... . ; and that subject to legal ratifica-

tion by the directors of these different banks of issue, a credit of

075,000,000 was assured.

This would have been all right, except that Moreau's telegram -

the first one received - stated that he agreed quite willingly and would

submit it to his directors on Thursday for approval. Of course, this did

not suit Stringher, who was pressing so that the decree could be issued as

early as possibly the following week, that is, within four or five days.

We were quite "stumped" as to how to meet the situation, espec-

ially as I was definitely limited to 030,000,000 - and, as I now feel, quite
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needlessly, because the assurances were sufficient for us that ample

participations would be accepted. Finally Norman, like a good soldier,

agreed to be temporarily responsible to the extent of 9 million sterling.

He had privately consulted some of his directors before doing so. In

fact, that was the only solution, because Whigham told us that the private

bankers would not conclude their credit unless the central bank credit was

absolutely assured quite as fully as Stringher desired it to be. So we

finally prepared a letter as in the records, and then Norman gave me his

endorsement on a copy of it that our liability was limited to 00,000,000.

Of course it is obvious from the papers that, so far as the letter which we

gave to Stringher is concerned, the Federal Reserve Bank was jointly re-

sponsible with the Bank of England to produce $75,000,000, and technically

at that point I had exceeded the authority. On the other hand, it was

most important not to disclose to them just how it was done, and I was con-

tent, after talking to Mr. Harrison, to do it in the way we did. Had we

disclosed the situation in detail, I felt, and Norman felt, that it would

have established a precedent which it would be very difficult to avoid

when France came along, and that Norman and I might be forced into a position
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of being preliminary underwriters for the total amount of any credit

desired by the Bank of France, which likely would be considerably larger

than the one Italy desired.

As a matter of fact, when the agreement between Norman and my-

self was finally reached, we had telegraphic acceptances in hand for a

sufficient amount to reduce our possible total liability under the letter

given Stringher to about $50,000,000, and the Bank of France was really

committed, because Moreau had telegraphed an unconditional acceptance of

participation directly to Stringher in reply to Stringher's letter of

courtesy inviting him to participate.

There was another interval of difficulty. It was amusing and,

I felt at the time, quite unnecessary, in that Norman insisted with

Stringher that the Banks of France, Belgium and Switzerland would require

letters from him applying for a credit, this being a legal requirement.

It galled Stringher terribly to write such letters, and I think the ex-

planations given were unsatisfactory to him. The fact is that when the

Belgian credit was arranged, Italy was not invited as a first party until
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after it was concluded, and then when they were later invited to come

in, the Bank of Italy had required a letter of that character from

Governor Franck; apparently the latter and Moreau had talked it over

and were not going to let the Bank of Italy off with any less than the

Bank of Italy had required of Belgium.

Stringher's first letter, which was in French, appeared to be

rather a formal, cold presentation, and there was a deadlock that lasted

for a few hours, until finally Siepmann intervened with a good deal of

tact and got letters agreed that were satisfactory to all parties.

It was almost comic to watch the perplexity with which Stringher and

Beneduce attempted to deal with this matter, and Norman on the other hand

to make it just as difficult as he could for them. He did not intend to,

but on that point he "got his ears back".

Even allowing for these particular points, I have never had

part in an important negotiation which was as satisfactorily conducted as

this one. The reason really lies in the fact that Italy adopted the

various necessary measures preliminary to negotiation and executed them

with great vigor and success prior to arriving at the decision. Most
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of the other countries undertaking stabilization, with the sole exception

of England, had failed to do that in advance, and I must say that there

is evidence of great self-control and self-sacrifice that it was possible

to arrange this program on the simple lines which it has assumed, without.

a great many "ifs and ands" and reservations.

Another interesting sidelight on the whole Italian program devel-

oped when Fummi arrived. He told me that Mussolini had been unwilling to

go ahead with stabilization and was somewhat reluctant even now until he

felt that the risks of an unfavorable reaction had been completely elimi-

nated, that he had followed literally and exactly the program that we dis-

cussed in Rome 18 months ago, and that it was partly on that account that

they were anxious for me to come personally to London to get first-hand

evidence of the success with which the job had been done. I think there

has been a strong feeling in Italy that Norman was unsympathetic, because

of his British lack of faith in the Fascisti regime. He is regarded in

Italy as being hostile to the present Government, and it was somewhat on

that account also that they were anxious for me to get to London and give

the negotiations a little more sympathetic turn.
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My only dissatisfaction with the procedure was in feeling so

limited in discretion as to the original commitment. It was really

mortifying that the Federal Reserve System could not have assumed that

preliminary responsibility for $45,000,000 or $50,000,000 and the Bank of

England only $25,000,000 or $30,000,000, when one considers that the Bank

of England has a capital of $70,000,000 and we have a capital of

$350,000,000. This will not occur again if we are called upon to do a

similar job for the French. We must go prepared to make our maximum

possible commitment and not risk misunderstandings with our friends in

Washington. I was thoroughly justified in doing what I did, because be-

fore telephone Mr. Harrison I went over the whole situation with Norman,

explained exactly how our folks felt at home, that I had stated that our

commitment might run as high as $50,000,000, that I was proposing to say

that the likely amount was 15 million, it might run to 20 or 25, but 30

millions at the outside was safe. He was there at the time and entirely

approved. The difficulty, of course, arose from the failure to differen-

tiate between Italy and Belgium as to the preliminary commitment and make

that entirely clear to Stringher and Beneduce.
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